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ABSTRACT Full-duplex communications systems that transmit and receive simultaneously suffer
self-interference due to the mixing of the transmitted signal and the weaker received signal at the
same node. The problem becomes compounded in Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) systems, where
considerable overhead is dedicated to training. In this article, we discuss using blind source separation
techniques, namely Independent Component Analysis (ICA) to reduce training overhead in MIMO in-band
full-duplex wireless communication systems. Practical limitations are discussed and experimental results
that compare ICA to traditional Least Square approaches are presented, showing the superiority of ICA,
especially in low SNR regimes.

INDEX TERMS In-band full-duplex, cocktail party problem, self-interference, suppression, independent
component analysis, blind source separation, MIMO.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN-BAND full-duplex (IBFD) wireless communications,
where a wireless transceiver transmits and receives data

simultaneously using the same frequency band, has gained
significant attention and interest, due to its enhanced spectral
efficiency [1]–[3]. Furthermore, these advantages make IBFD
a key enabling technology for extremely low latency and
high-reliability communications targeting 5G ultra-reliable
and low latency (URLLC) services [4], [5] and for IBFD
amplify and forward relay for wireless networks [6]. In an
in-band full-duplex system, the signal of interest (SOI) is
mixed with the Self-interference (SI) at the receiving end
of the transceiver node. Furthermore, due to the short dis-
tance between the transmitter and the receiver of the same
node, the power of the SI is usually much stronger than
that of the SOI. Therefore, the methods employed to cancel
the SI from the mixed-signal, such that the desired SOI
can be effectively retrieved, are crucial for the practical
deployment of an In-band full-duplex wireless communi-
cation system. For example, in [1], it was mentioned that

feasible IBFD systems require up to 110 dB suppression of SI
to operate. Note that the required cancellation is a function of
bandwidth.
Several system architectures and interference cancellation

schemes have been reported for solving the self-interference
cancellation (SIC) problem in IBFD systems [7]. In gen-
eral, a passive interference cancellation procedure, in which
antenna techniques are employed to mitigate the SI before
the receiver circuitry, is typically followed by an active pro-
cedure. Furthermore, active interference cancellation exploits
knowledge of the transmitted signal and reduces the SI
in both the analog and digital domains. Analog-domain
interference cancellation aims to suppress the SI in the analog
circuitry before the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC). The
residual interference signals after the ADC are then further
reduced, using digital-domain signal processing techniques.
Digital-domain cancellation techniques have the advantages
of being relatively low-cost and easy to implement.
The essence of interference cancellation is to reconstruct

the transmitted SI signal and subtract this estimated SI signal
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from the received signal. The reconstruction of the trans-
mitted SI signal relies on an accurate estimation of the SI
channel. Considering the digital-domain interference can-
cellation, a reference signal is required to suppress the SI.
Generating the reference signal requires a good estimation of
the SI channel, such that an accurate replica of the received
SI signal can be reconstructed. The reference signal can
be either from the direct output of the modulator or from
an auxiliary receiver chain from the output of the Power
Amplifier (PA).
Recently, it has been proposed in [8], [9] that the inde-

pendent component analysis (ICA) approach, which was
originally employed as a blind source separation (BSS)
technique, can be applied to separate the mixed signals
in a full-duplex system. The system setup and the modi-
fied Fast ICA algorithm, based on the real domain, have
been presented in [9]. Experimental results have shown that
the performance can be improved by up to 6 dB, com-
pared to the least-squares interference cancellation method.
While ICA provides a means for separating the signal of
interest and the self interference signal, it still suffers from
generic OFDM issues such as peak to average power ratio
(PAPR), wideband cancellation degradation, frequency off-
set etc. Specifically, the PAPR issue can be attributed to the
differences of power in each subcarriers and the nonlinearity
the power amplifier in the transmitter [10]. Several solutions
for mitigating the PAPR issue has been proposed in liter-
ature [10]. Furthermore, it has been shown that the offset
of the carrier frequency results in inter-carrier interference
(ICI) in the OFDM system. Approaches for estimation, cor-
rection, and tracking of frequency offsets have been reported
in literature such as [11].
In this paper, we discuss the self-interference problem in

IBFD systems, which can be considered as a cocktail-party
problem; especially for the MIMO case. Section II discusses
state-of-the-art full-duplex SIC techniques. Section III dis-
cusses blind source separation and independent component
analysis as the main techniques to solve the cocktail party
problem, in addition to the problem formulation of the in-
band full-duplex system. Then, two versions of the ICA
are applied experimentally in an IBFD SISO system and
numerically in an IBFD MIMO system, proving its ability
to separate the signals of interest and self-interference signals
in Section IV. Finally, Section V discusses the limitations of
ICA and potential solutions.
Notation: We use E[.] to denote expectation. Frequency

domain variables use uppercase letters. Furthermore, bold
letters denote vectors and matrices.

II. SIC IN IBFD MIMO SYSTEMS
SIC is a critical component in the IBFD-MIMO commu-
nication system. A comprehensive SIC structure contains a
passive procedure and a active procedure. The passive pro-
cedure relies on antenna techniques to mitigate the strength
of the interference signal before the receiver, whereas the
active procedure further diminishes the SI signal by using

analog circuits and digital signal processing approaches.
Conventional SIC schemes employ an auxiliary receiver
chain to reconstruct the SI signal and to cancel the recon-
structed SI signal from the mixed signal. For example, the
work presented in [12] reconstructs the SI signal in digital
domain by using an auxiliary receiver chain from the output
of the PA. In this work, the SI channel is estimated by using
the least square (LS) algorithm and is estimated with train-
ing sequences. Separated antennas for transmit and receive
are used, where the transmit antenna and the receive antenna
are different as contrasted to a shared-antenna scheme that
uses a circulator. The work in [13] designs a pilot-aided
LS estimation scheme for IBFD MIMO systems with sep-
arated antenna. SI cancellation is in digital domain. The
achievable data rate and limited dynamic range are stud-
ied in this work. Moreover, the work in [14] improves the
performance of the IBFD MIMO system by a joint pre-
and de-coding design and the work in [15] investigates the
spectral and energy efficiency of the IBFD MIMO system
and proposes a low-complexity SIC scheme. In addition, a
distributed MIMO pre-coding design is presented in [16]
for maximizing the data rate in a heterogeneous network
and a transceiver structure based on a pre-coding and beam-
forming scheme is shown in The work [17]. Specifically, a
2M ∗M precoder is used in [17] as a joint beamformer and
self-interference canceller instead of using the conventional
M ∗ M precode where M denotes the number of transmit
signal.
Recently, the work in [18] presents a digital SIC tech-

nique for IBFD with massive MIMO-OFDM using a single
RF chain. The phase noise introduced by the oscillator
is also considered in this work. Furthermore, the work
in [19] investigates transceiver design for IBFD MIMO-
OFDM systems while considering hardware impairments.
Moreover, the work [20] studies the performance and the
cost for the training of MIMO FD systems based on the
conventional digital SIC scheme and the work [18] pro-
poses a digital SIC approach for the MIMO-OFDM FD
system assuming a single RF chain with the presence of
phase noise. Specifically, a channel estimator is used to
minimize the power of the residual signal in this work.
Reference [21] have documents characterization experiments
of the self-interference channel in practice. The system is a
SISO separated-antenna. Moreover, the channel is estimated
by LS with training sequence and the system has only dig-
ital cancellation. Reference [22] studied the capabilities of
IBFD SISO system with separated-antenna to deal with some
important problems of current wireless networks. This work
uses antenna placement to do passive suppression and has
digital and analog cancellation. Reference [23] proposed a
balun-based design which leads to a faster, more accurate
and adaptive self-interference cancellation for IBFD SISO
separated-antenna system. The channel is estimated by LS
with a training sequence. The architecture of [24] is suitable
for MIMO with separate-antennas. In addition to chan-
nel estimation with MMSE to eliminate self-interference,
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Beamforming is also used to improve the quality of SOI sig-
nals and reduce the interference of SI signals. Reference [25]
presents an architecture for MIMO with shared-antennas.
The channel is estimated with training sequences and esti-
mated by LS. The system in this work with auxiliary receiver
chain uses a circulator to do passive suppression and has dig-
ital and analog cancellation. In addition, the work of [26]
designs a SIC structure for MIMO-FD systems based on
the cascaded neural network. On the other hand, the work
of [27], [28] aims to mitigate the effects of phase noise
in the MIMO-OFDM FD system. In particular, targetting
a common oscillator, the work of [27] utilizes the trans-
mit oscillator signal with delay for the receive oscillator
signal. Furthermore, an oscillator delay selection scheme is
proposed in this work. On the other hand, the work of [28]
proposes an architecture such that the power of the residual
SI signal is minimized.

III. IN-BAND FULL-DUPLEX SYSTEM
Theoretically, IBFD is able to achieve double the spectral
efficiency, compared to a conventional half-duplex commu-
nication system and, thus, is attractive for the development
of modern and next-generation wireless systems. In an IBFD
node, the transmitted signal is received at the receive port
and causes a self-interference (SI) signal. In other words,
the receive antenna receives a mixture of the SOI and SI.
In particular, due to the much shorter propagation distance,

the power of the SI is typically much stronger than that of
the SOI. As a result, it is crucial to design an effective
SIC scheme, such that the SI in the received signal can be
removed and the desired SOI can be retrieved. The first step
of SIC is to suppress the SI before arriving at the receive
RF circuitry, using antenna technologies such as antenna
separation, antenna placement, and polarization [29].
In our framework, we consider only beam steering and

digital SIC with no analog cancellation, as discussed in the
experimental section. The digital cancellation works to miti-
gate the impact of the residual interference, which is still an
order of magnitude higher than the signal of interest. The
fundamental principle of digital SIC is to generate a replica
of the SI, then subtract it from the received signal in the
digital domain. The accuracy of the generated replica of the
SI determines the effectiveness of the SIC and, consequently,
the quality of the retrieved SOI. A comprehensive survey of
digital SIC techniques has been presented in [29].

A. IN-BAND FULL-DUPLEX MIMO SYSTEM
Fig. 1 shows an IBFD MIMO system consisting of two
nodes. Each node contains n transmit and m receive antennas,
transmitting to and receiving from the other node simultane-
ously, in the same frequency band and at the same time. Each
node receives multiple versions of the signals of interest from
the other node and multiple versions of the self-interference
signals from its own transmit antennas. Thus, the received
signal is a mixture of the signals of interest and the self-
interference signals. The received signal at the lth receiver

FIGURE 1. Block diagram of two-way IBFD MIMO system.

can be written in the frequency domain as follows,

Rl(k) =
n∑

i=1

Hi
si(k)S

i
si(k) +

n∑

j=1

Hj
soi(k)S

j
soi(k) + N(k), l ≤ m

(1)

where Sisi(k) and Sisoi(k) are SI and SOI signals of the ith

transmit antenna at the receiver node, associated with sub-
carrier k, and the jth transmit antenna at the remote node,
respectively and Hsi and Hsoi are respective complex channel
coefficients where n is the number of the transmit antennas.

Each node should process the received signals and sup-
press the interference to separate the signals of interests.
which can be seen as a cocktail party problem, where blind
source separation techniques can to be used to separate the
signals of interest. Equation (1) can be written, in matrix
form, as follows:

R = HsiSsi + HsoiSsoi + N. (2)

where Hsi and Hsoi ∈ C
m×n; Ssi and Ssoi ∈ C

n×1 and R ∈
C
m×1. m is the number of receive antennas. for convenience,

we have dropped the subcarrier indexing.
In order to extract the signals of interest with acceptable

signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), the receiver
has to suppress interference signals close to or below the
noise floor. Both SOI and SI channel estimation and equal-
ization are needed. A typical approach is to use least-squares
(LS) estimation, where the receiver relies on a received train-
ing sequence with no interference (i.e., a non-overlapped
long preamble) and computes the channel estimate of the
interference and the signal of interest for interference sup-
pression and channel equalization of the signal of interest.
The traditional extension of least-squares to suppress the
interference and to separate the signals of interest requires the
estimation of the channel of each interferer and each signal
of interest using non-overlapped training sequences, which
becomes impractical as the number of antennas increases.

IV. BLIND SOURCE SEPARATION AND INDEPENDENT
COMPONENT ANALYSIS
The blind source separation (BSS) problem [30] involves
separating a mixed signal that is a combination of many
independent sources. For example, separating the voice sig-
nals of many people who are speaking at the same time is
the most well-known BSS problem. Independent component
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analysis (ICA) is a classical signal processing technique for
solving the BSS problem. In the case of linear mixtures, the
BSS problem can be formulated, in matrix form, as follows:

X = AS, (3)

where A, S, and X are the mixing matrix (i.e., the channel
matrix, in our case), sources, and mixed signals, respectively.
The essence of BSS is to generate a demixing matrix, such
that the source signal can be recovered after applying it to
the mixed signal, as shown in the following

Ŝ = WX, (4)

where W is the demixing matrix and Ŝ is the recovered
signal which should ideally be equal to S, meaning that W
should be equal to A−1.

A. STATE-OF-THE-ART ICA TECHNIQUES
ICA approaches can be classified into two categories: The
first category relies on the gradient descent strategy with
proper choices of learning rate parameters, and usually
results in a very low convergence rate. On the other hand,
the second category of ICA algorithms aims to extract the
source signals based on the statistical independence that
can be measured by the non-Gaussian nature of the mutual
information of the data [30]. Specifically, the ICA proce-
dure usually contains a pre-processing stage, followed by a
major processing stage. In the pre-processing stage, center-
ing and whitening are performed to reduce the complexity in
the subsequent processing stages. In particular, the centering
step subtracts the mean of the mixture signals, such that the
mean is centered to zero. The whitening step aims to result
in the uncorrelated signals being closer to statistical inde-
pendence. Furthermore, the goal of the major processing
stage in ICA is to estimate a demixing matrix for sepa-
rating the independent signals from the mixture signal. In
order to practically realize this principle, an objective func-
tion is usually defined to measure the independence of the
extracted signals, and an optimization approach is carried out
to maximize or minimize this objective function. Commonly
used optimization goals include maximization of the objec-
tive function, as measured by the non-Gaussianity of the
signals, or the minimization of the objective function, as
measured by the mutual information of the signals.
Several ICA algorithms have been proposed in lit-

erature, such as FastICA [31], [32], joint approximate
diagonalization of eigenmatrices (JADE) [33], information
maximization (infomax) [34], and complex ICA by entropy-
bound minimization (CICA-EBM) [35]. These algorithms
aim to decompose the desired signal from the mixed sig-
nal, either by maximizing the non-Gaussianity or minimizing
the mutual information. To be specific, the FastICA algo-
rithm with an underlying objective function was proposed
in [31]. This algorithm is based on an iterative scheme to
maximize the non-Gaussianity, measured by the negative
entropy (negentropy) of the extracted signal. The original

Algorithm 1: The Pseudocode of FastICA Algorithm
Input: Whitened data matrix, x, the number of sources,

N, max number of iterations, M, cost function,
g, and threshold , ε,

Output: Demixing matrix, W.
1 W = eye(N,N)

2 B = zeros(N,N)

3 for n=(N/2+1) to N do
4 w = rand(N, 1)

5 wold = zeros(N, 1)

6 for m=1 to M do
7 w = w− wBTB
8 w = w/norm(w)

9 if |w− wold| ≤ ε then
10 W(n) = wT

11 B(n) = wT

12 Break

13 w = wold
14 w = E{xg(wTx)} − E{g′(wTx)}w
15 w = w/norm(w)

version of the FastICA algorithm [31] assumes real-valued
signals. An extension of the FastICA algorithm, to sup-
port the extraction of complex-valued signals, was further
presented in [32]. The FastICA algorithm can lead to a much
faster convergence rate, mainly due to its removal of the
conventional gradient descent approach. Furthermore, this
algorithm estimates the component in an iterative manner,
which is an attractive feature for parallel and distributed
processing, in order to reduce the computational load.
Additionally, the performance and robustness of the FastICA
algorithm are related to the choice of a suitable non-linearity
function to be utilized in the algorithm. The pseudo-code of
the FastICA algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
On the other hand, the infomax algorithm, presented

in [34], aims to separate the mixed signal by minimizing the
statistical dependency, measured by the mutual information
of the outputs. However, the convergence rate of infomax is
relatively slow, due to the computation of an inverse matrix
in each iteration. Moreover, the JADE algorithm, presented
in [33], maximizes the independence of the source signals,
measured by the fourth-order moments. This algorithm can
also operate on complex-valued signals. The computational
complexity of the JADE algorithm can be very high, when
the number of components increases. The CICA-EBM algo-
rithm, reported in [35], aims to specifically address the
challenges related to complex-valued signals, based on a
novel entropy estimator for complex signals and an entropy-
bound minimization method. To be specific, the entropy
estimator is based on the concept of maximum entropy, while
the complex ICA-EBM algorithm is designed to minimize
the entropy estimates by using the line search procedure. It
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Algorithm 2: The Pseudocode of ICA-EBM Algorithm
Input: Prepossessed data matrix, z, the number of

sources, N, max number of iterations, M,
entropy, Ĥ, threshold , ε, and step size μ

Output: Demixing matrix, W.
1 W = eye(N,N)

2 for m=1 to M do
3 for n=(N/2+1) to N do

4
∂Jn(wn)

∂w∗
n

= ∂Ĥ(zn)
∂w∗

n
− hn

wHn hn

5 u+
n = ∂Jn(wn)

∂w∗
n

−WH
n

∂Jn(wn)
w∗
n

wn
6 un = u+

n /norm(u+
n )

7 w+
n = wn − μun

8 wn = w+
n /norm(w+

n )

9 w = w/norm(w)

10 W(n) = wTn
11 cost = ∑N

n=1 Ĥn(zn)

12 if cost < costmin then
13 costmin = cost
14 Wbest = Wlast

15 counter = 0

16 else
17 counter = counter + 1

18 if counter > 5 then
19 if μ > ε then
20 μ = μ/2
21 counter = 0
22 W = Wbest

23 Wlast = W

24 else
25 Break

26 W = Wbest

has been reported [35] that this algorithm can achieve supe-
rior performance with moderate computation time when the
number of complex signals is large. The pseudo-code of the
ICA-EBM algorithm is given in Algorithm 2.
ICA methods can operate on data and separate the sources

in one of two ways [31]: The first method is the deflation
method, in which the sources are separated one after another,
which is based on Gram–Schmidt-like decorrelation. The
second method is called the symmetric method, in which the
sources are separated simultaneously (i.e., no sources are
privileged over others). For fast separation, we run the ICA
algorithm with the deflation method over the missing signals
only (i.e., the signal of interest) which also helps to solve
the ICA permutation problem.
In this work, we consider FastICA to solve a real-valued

formulation of the IBFD interference problem. In [36], we
have shown that CICA-EBM can outperform the complex-
valued FastICA. Thus, we considered CICA-EBM to solve
the complex-valued IBFD interference problem, for both
SISO and MIMO systems.

B. APPLICATION OF ICA TO IBFD PROBLEM
Wireless channels are complex-valued, resulting in a com-
plex mixing matrix. Thus, a complex-valued ICA has to
be deployed for suppression. However, matrix decomposi-
tion must be applied to convert the complex-valued mixing
matrix to a real-valued matrix, such that real-valued ICA
can be used, as performed in [9].
As previously discussed, ICA algorithms operate by min-

imizing the mutual information or entropy between sources.
In this work, we discuss two examples of ICA: real fast-
ICA, which operates by maximizing complex ICA through
entropy-bound minimization [35], and the negative mutual
information [31]. While the real FastICA consumes less
computational time, compared to complex-ICA, despite dou-
bling the mixing matrix dimensions, it is highly sensitive to
system non-idealities, such as non-linearity and IQ imbalance
limiting the performance.

1) GENERAL FORMULATION OF IBFD PROBLEM

We first formulate the general case—the FD-MIMO
system—then, we discuss the FD-SISO case (as a special
case) in the following subsections.
When applying ICA, we use the knowledge of the self-

interference signals to formulate the mixing matrix, given as
[
Ssi
R

]
=

[
I 0
Hsi Hsoi

][
Ssi
Ssoi

]
+

[
0
N

]
, (5)

where I is the identify matrix of size n× n. By ignoring the
noise, (5) is similar to the well-known BSS problem formu-
lation given in (3), where X = [Ssi R]T , A = [I 0;Hsi Hsoi],
and S = [Ssi Ssoi]T .
When applying ICA, the recovered signals can be written

as follows: [
Ysi

Ysoi

]
=

[
β 0
Wsi Wsoi

][
Ssi
R

]
, (6)

where Ysi and Ysoi are the separated SI and SOI signals,
respectively; β is the scaling ambiguity for the recovered
self-interference signals; and W is the demixing matrix. It
is worth mentioning that the residual separation error (as
discussed in [9]) is ignored in this paper. This residual sepa-
ration error is due to the imperfect separation of the ICA due
to reaching stopping criterion and the limited frame length.
By substituting into (5), the estimated coefficient matrix for
the sources vector is

J = WA =
[

β 0
Wsi + WsoiHsi WsoiHsoi

]
(7)

and it should, ideally, be the identity matrix, where β = I,
Wsoi = H−1

soi and Wsi = −H−1
soiHsi. However, due to the

scaling ambiguity and permutation problems of ICA algo-
rithms, J is generally not the identity Matrix. Hence, the
separated signals can be written as

Ysoi = J21Ssi + J22Ssoi + Nsoi, (8)

where {Jmn} are the sub-matrices of J and Nsoi is the AWGN
term after applying the demixing matrix W. It is worth
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FIGURE 2. IBFD frame structure with non-overlapped long preamble (LP). SP, CP,
and NoXmt stand for short preamble, cyclic prefix, and no transmission, respectively.

mentioning that, after separation, the {J21} components are
much smaller than the {J22} components. Thus, the separated
signals of interest can be written as

Ysoi = J22Ssoi + Nt, (9)

where Nt represents the total noise vector, including the
residual interference signals. With good separation, the
interference signals can be pushed to below the AWGN noise
level.
Equation (9) can be considered a conventional MIMO

detection problem. Specifically, in the MIMO detection
problem, channel estimation is used to estimate the MIMO
channel; which is represented by J22 in this case. MIMO
detection schemes, such as Zero-Forcing, MMSE, Maximum
Likelihood, or deep learning techniques can be used to
equalize the MIMO channel and recover the transmitted
data [37]–[39]. Using this scheme, a training sequence will
be employed to estimate the elements in the matrix J22. The
estimated J22, with zero forcing, can be written as

Ĵ22 =
(
JH22J22

)−1
JH22, (10)

where JH22 is the Hermitian matrix of J22. The inverse of
J22 is, then, applied to Ysoi, in order to obtain the estimated
source signal Ŝsoi.

2) FD-SISO CASE: COMPLEX-VALUED ICA
FORMULATION

In case of a SISO system, the {Jmn} components are complex
scalars. Thus, the estimation of J22 can be carried out by
using training pilots. Given known training symbols Ssoi = T ,
then dividing the left hand side of (9) by T and taking the
sample mean yields an estimate for J22. This is because
E[(J21Ssi +Nsoi)/T] = 0, due to the statistical independence
of SOI, SI, and the noise terms. Thus, the estimated J22 can
be given by

Ĵ22 = E

[
Ŝsoi
T

]
. (11)

With the limited length of the training sequence, the vari-
ance of the sample mean estimator for the first term of (9)
may be large, due to the much higher power of the SI sig-
nal. Hence, using the frame structure presented in Fig. 2, a
non-overlapped Long Preamble (LP) can be used to set the
SI LP to zero when the SOI LP is transmitting. Having thus
obtained the estimate Ĵ22 for the unknown data symbols, we
divide Ysoi by Ĵ22 to obtain the estimated Ŝsoi.

3) FD-SISO CASE: REAL-VALUED ICA FORMULATION

In order to use real-valued ICA algorithms for the FD
problem, the complex-valued BSS problem expressed in (5)
needs to be decomposed into real-valued dimensions before
applying the real-valued ICA algorithm. Thus, the FD-SISO
problem can be decomposed as follows:

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

Srsi
Sisi
Rr

Ri

⎤

⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
Hr
si − Hi

si Hr
soi − Hi

soi
Hi
si Hr

si Hi
soi Hr

soi

⎤

⎥⎥⎦

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

Srsi
Sisi
Srsoi
Sisoi

⎤

⎥⎥⎦, (12)

where the superscripts r and i denote the real and the imag-
inary parts of the signal, respectively. Hence, the demixing
matrix can be written as

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

Yrsi
Yisi
Ŷrsoi
Ŷ isoi

⎤

⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
w31 w32 w33 w34
w41 w42 w43 w44

⎤

⎥⎥⎦

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

Srsi
Sisi
Rr

Ri

⎤

⎥⎥⎦, (13)

where Yrsoi and Y
i
soi are the separated real and imaginary parts

of Ssoi, respectively, and w is the channel equalization matrix.
The deflection algorithm is applied to the last two rows
only, as previously discussed. By combining (12) and (13),
a new matrix can be constructed containing the direct relation
between the separated real and imaginary parts of Ssoi, which
can be written as

[
Yrsoi
Yisoi

]
=

[
J31 J32 J33 J34
J41 J42 J43 J44

]
⎡

⎢⎢⎣

Srsi
Sisi
Srsoi
Sisoi

⎤

⎥⎥⎦. (14)

Similar to the above-mentioned complex formulation, the
orthogonal real and imaginary components of a training
sequence (i.e., the non-overlapped long preamble) can be
used to estimate the permutation and scaling ambiguity of
the real and imaginary components of Ssoi. It is worth men-
tioning that the residual error of the estimates of the real
and imaginary components might increase IQ imbalance in
the system, unlike in the complex-valued formulation, which
is one of the reasons why the complex-valued formulation
shows better results, as discussed in the next section.
In this work, a WiFi-like frame structure is assumed with

a nonoverlapped short preamble, shown in Fig. 2, for IBFD
synchronization purposes as discussed in [40]. In order to
apply the proposed SIC, there are two assumptions: a) chan-
nel is quasi-static within the frame which is reasonable for
low-mobility environments. b) SI and SOI are synchronized
to use the knowledge of the interferer signal in the cancella-
tion. Prior work such as [40] present IBFD synchronization
techniques that have been experimentally verified, utilizing
nonoverlapped short preamble.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the applicability of applying ICA
to IBFD systems, both experimentally and by simulation. The
performance metrics—the input-signal-to-interference-noise
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FIGURE 3. Our FD-SISO experimental setup: Node A (left), containing one transmit
and one receive antenna; and Node B (right), containing a transmit antenna.

TABLE 1. Experimental setup parameters.

ratio (ISINR) and the output-signal-to-interference-noise
ratio (OSINR)—are calculated at the demodulation step,
before and after applying the cancellation, respectively. In
this section, we start with experimentally validating the ICA-
based SIC on the FD-SISO problem to study the impact of
transceiver’s nonidealities on the cancellation performance.
We expect that the main limitations to deploying ICA are
transceiver nonlinearity and noise. Then, we study the impact
of increasing the number of Tx and Rx antennas in the
MIMO case.

A. FD-SISO EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to experimentally validate the complex and real SIC
methods, a complete SISO full-duplex experimental system
was built, using two Universal Software Radio Peripheral
(USRP) SDR platforms which contain Radio Frequency (RF)
transceivers and Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs).
The USRPs were connected to a PC, in order to per-
form baseband signal processing, mainly Digital Cancellation
(DC). The RF transceivers were deployed to perform real-
time transmission and reception. The baseband signals were
connected to the USRPs at a rate of 25MSamples/sec. As
shown in Fig. 3, Node A was equipped with two dipole omni-
directional antennas (one transmit and one receive antenna,
with 10 cm separation); while Node B used only one dipole
omnidirectional antenna. Both transmit and receive antennas
had the same antenna polarization. The distance between
the two nodes was set to 10m. The timing of all USRPs
and the FPGA driving the antenna radiation selection was
aligned with one reference Pulse Per Second signal. Table 1
summarizes the parameters used in our framework. More
details of the experimental framework have been discussed
in [9], [40].
The performancemetrics—the input-signal-to-interference-

noise ratio (ISINR) and the output-signal-to-interference-noise

ratio (OSINR)—were calculated at the demodulation step,
before and after applying DC, respectively. The ISINR was
altered by either changing the SOI power or SI power.
In this experiment, we fixed SOI power and swept over
SI power. The performance after applying real ICA-based,
complex ICA-based, and LS-based cancellation is shown
in Fig. 4(a). Complex ICA-based cancellation (CICA) out-
performed both LS-based cancellation and real ICA-based
cancellation and saturated at 23 dB output SINR, due to the
non-linearity of the transceiver. The real ICA-based cancel-
lation was more sensitive to non-linearity. Experiments were
performed to study the effect of the digital modulation scheme
and bandwidth on the performance, as depicted in Figs. 4(b)
and 4(c), respectively. LS was less sensitive to the modulation
schemes, compared to complex ICA, which showed some
performance degradation for higher modulation schemes.
There was around a 5 dB drop at ISINR = 0 dB for 256QAM,
compared to QPSK. On the other hand, increasing the band-
width led to OSINR degradation for both LS and CICA.
However, CICA-based cancellation outperformed LS-based
cancellation.

B. FD-MIMO SYSTEM RESULTS
We conducted numerical simulations, in order to validate
the performance of the ICA for IBFD-MIMO systems,
where two nodes with an n× n MIMO system was studied
with complex-ICA with entropy-bound minimization (CICA-
EBM), which showed superior performance in the previous
section. In our experiment, we assumed that the input sig-
nal to the interference ratio was 20 dB and the SNR was
20 dB. The signals of interest and self-interferences were
mixed with a random complex matrix, thus representing the
channel without taking into consideration the channel and
transceiver non-idealities, in order to determine the limiting
performance of the algorithm. As ICA algorithms use data
to construct the probability distribution, the more data, the
better the performance. Thus, we assumed different frame
sizes, in order to find the limiting scenario.
Figure 5(a) shows the simulation results for separating the

signals of interest. In the MIMO case, there were n signals of
interest and, thus, the OSINR was defined as the minimum
OSINR of all signals of interest. The ICA algorithm handled
all the signals with the same priority and, thus, the OSINRs
were very close.The average performance for successively
separated signals was around 25 dB, which indicates 45 dB
SIC. Figure 5(b) shows the frame error rate of the MIMO
systems for different frame sizes, with the OSINR threshold
set to 15 dB. The larger the frame size, the larger the number
of Tx antennas that the system can accommodate; however,
as the frame size increases, processing time increases as well.
Hence, for latency-sensitive applications, small frame sizes
are necessary, which implies a smaller MIMO system and
hence lower rates. On the other hand, for the less latency-
sensitive applications, higher data rates can be achieved by
using Massive MIMO approaches.
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FIGURE 4. IBFD SISO Experimental comparison results of output SINR for different input SINR: (a) between real FastICA (RICA) and CICA-EBM versus least-squares (LS);
(b) for different digital modulation techniques; and (c) for 5 MHz and 15 MHz bandwidth.

FIGURE 5. IBFD MIMO simulation results: (a) the output SINR versus the number of
signals of interest (transimit antennas); and (b) frame error rate. n. T is the frame size,
averaged over 200 iterations.

C. COMPARISON WITH SIC FD-MIMO
Conventional SIC approaches reconstruct the transmitted SI
signal and subtract this estimated SI signal from the received
signal. The reconstruction of the transmitted SI signal relies

on the accurate estimation of the SI channel. Furthermore,
training symbols are utilized for estimating the SI chan-
nel. On the other hand, ICA-based SI cancellation use blind
source separation (BSS) techniques. A direct link from the
digital modulation output is used as the input for the ICA.
Furthermore, the training sequence is not employed for the
SI channel estimation in the ICA-based approach. A com-
parison between the ICA-based schemes proposed in this
work with the state-of-the-art approaches is summarized in
Table 2.

VI. DISCUSSION AND PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In this section, we discuss a number of practical consid-
erations affecting the use of ICA for in-band FD systems.
Namely, we discuss the effect of transceiver non-linearity,
complexity, ambiguity and permutation problems, synchro-
nization, and channel estimation errors.

A. EFFECT OF TRANSCEIVER NON-LINEARITY
Transceiver non-linearity due to low noise and power ampli-
fiers is inevitable and generally considered as a major issue in
FD. This is especially true for ICA, as the initial assumption
is that the signals are linearly mixed. To investigate the effect
of the non-linearity on the SIC performance, simulations
were conducted with different non-linearity scenarios on the
SISO FD system, in which the third harmonic power ratio
(HPR3) was swept from −200 dB (ideal scenario) to −20 dB
(extreme scenario) for both the transmitter and receiver,
for different frame lengths. Fig. 6 shows the performance
degradation due to non-linearity. Clearly, the performance of
CICA improves while increasing the frame size for very low
HPR3 (i.e., a linear system). The higher the HPR3 value,
the higher the SINR drop. For moderate and highly non-
linear transceivers, the performance of ICA and LS became
saturated and did not improve with increasing frame size.
Thus, non-linearity estimation techniques should be used to
improve the performance of non-linear ICA techniques [30].

B. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
In addition, we analyzed the computational complexity for
different ICA algorithms, including FastICA, as well as
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TABLE 2. The comparison between this work with other SIC schemes.

[9]

FIGURE 6. Simulation of the effect of transceiver non-linearity on SIC, with
ISINR = −10 dB for different frame lengths and non-linearity scenarios.

ICA-EBM for FD-SISO and FD-MIMO systems. Table 3
compares the complexities of the different ICA algorithms, in
terms of pre-processing and main processing stages. It can be
noted that the complexity of the ICA algorithms was higher

than the complexity of the LS algorithm, as iterative matrix
and vector operations are involved in the ICA computations.
As previously mentioned, the pre-processing stage includes
the main steps of centering and whitening. Furthermore,
the covariance matrix calculations, the eigenvalue decom-
position (EVD), and the computation of whitened signals
are the primary parts in the whitening process, where the
EVD dominates the computational complexity through the
entire pre-processing stage. In our evaluation, a Jacobi-based
algorithm using the COordinate Rotation DIgital Computer
(CORDIC) operator was assumed for realizing the EVD pro-
cess [42]. It can be seen, from Table 3, that the computational
complexity for the real-valued ICA was higher than that of
the complex-valued ICA. This was due to the fact that the
dimension of the received matrix was extended, in order for
the real-valued ICA algorithm to be applied. This increased
the complexity of the associated vector and matrix opera-
tions. In particular, it can be observed, from (5) and (13),
that the ICA algorithm in the real-value decomposed problem
estimated a demixing matrix containing more rows with more
elements in each row. In addition, it should be noted that
the FastICA algorithm uses more iterations to achieve con-
vergence than the ICA-EBM algorithm. This higher number
of iterations, along with the extended problem dimension,
caused FastICA to require more scalar operations (including
addition and multiplication) than the ICA-EBM algorithm.
On the other hand, the ICA-EBM algorithm required more
division and square-root calculations, in addition to loga-
rithmic function calculation, due to the utilization of more
complex cost functions. In addition, in the 4 × 4 MIMO
case, the number of additions and multiplications increased
by 10× and 2.4×, respectively, compared to the SISO case.
For example, In the SISO case with the setup depicted in
Table 1. The runtime for ICA-EBM and the real-valued Fast
ICA is 183ms and 41ms respectively.

C. OTHER CHALLENGES
Ambiguity and permutation problem: BSS techniques are
always associated with ambiguity, which requires the use
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TABLE 3. Computational complexity for different ICA algorithms.

of estimation techniques, such as pilot-assist techniques. For
instance, non-overlapped long preambles have been used to
assist in solving this problem in [9]. However, such a solu-
tion might be not preferable, due to incompatibility with
existing standards. Other techniques can be used, such as
data-assist pilots, where some of the frame data are used
as pilots. These pilot symbols can be non-overlapped and
distributed across the frame, as in the case of LTE.
Synchronization: In our discussion and experiments, it was

assumed that the received signals of interest and interference
were fully synchronized. However, this might not be the case
in real-time applications, due to channel delay. For instance,
when the interference signals experience a different channel
than the signals of interest. For an SISO FD system, syn-
chronization can be carried out by utilizing a non-overlapped
short preamble, as has been presented and experimentally
verified in [40].
Dynamic Channels: Applying linear BSS techniques

requires static channels (or, at least, quasi-static chan-
nels) to separate the sources which exist in low-mobility
environments. However, in high mobility and fast fading
environments, such as the LTE environment, the channel
is highly dynamic, which can limit performance. Other
time-varying BSS algorithms can be used to overcome this
problem with proper modification to fit FD problem [30],
[43], [44].
It is worth mentioning that some non-idealities, such IQ

imbalance (IQI), can be lumped inside the mixing matrix,
which means that the ICA-based algorithms can resolve
them inherently while separating the signals [9]. The lit-
erature is rich with state-of-art techniques that have been
developed to handle many nonidealities that exist in the
communication systems such as nonlinearity [12] and phase
noise [27], [45], [46]. Such techniques can be augmented
with ICA-based SIC to improve performance.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discussed the applicability of blind
source separation techniques for self-interference cancel-
lation in IBFD systems. We experimentally compared the
performance when applying real ICA versus complex ICA,
demonstrating the better performance of complex ICA by

3dB at the expense of 4x runtime. ICA-based SIC can
be used for FD-MIMO systems with a small number of
Tx/Rx antennas without changing the communication stan-
dard. However, to accumulate more antennas, the frame
length has to be much larger and pilots should be used.
ICA algorithms are complex and require the computation
of division, square-root, and logarithmic operations, as dis-
cussed in Section VI-B. Thus, the digital implementation
of such algorithms is challenging, which could be a bot-
tleneck in designing efficient VLSI circuits. Optimizing the
ICA algorithms in favor of the hardware would of interest,
in order to facilitate the deployment of such systems.
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